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 Independent movement arms provide balanced 
strength and offer the choice of training one arm at a 
time or simultaneous concentric and eccentric 
movement on opposing arms. 

 Oversized 1.5" pressing handles distribute force across 
the hand and reduce strain 

 Adjustable seat height accommodates most size users 
and Gas Spring-assisted design increases comfort. 

 6 integrated weight-storage horns keep weight plates 
in close proximity. 

AXEL 001 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1100 * 1690 * 1770mm 
 

CHEST PRESS 

Function 
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 Independent movement arms provide balanced 
strength and offer the choice of training one arm at a 
time or simultaneous concentric and eccentric 
movement on opposing arms. 

 Oversized 1.5" pressing handles distribute force across 
the hand and reduce strain 

 Adjustable seat height accommodates most size users 
and Gas Spring-assisted design increases comfort.  

 6 integrated weight-storage horns keep weight plates 
in close proximity. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) : 1090 * 1990 * 1780mm 
 

INCLINE CHEST PRESS 
AXEL 002 
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 Independent movement arms provide balanced 
strength and offer the choice of training one arm at a 
time or simultaneous concentric and eccentric 
movement on opposing arms. 

 Oversized 1.5" pressing handles distribute force across 
the hand and reduce strain 

 Adjustable seat height accommodates most size users 
and Gas Spring-assisted design increases comfort.  

 4 integrated weight-storage horns keep weight plates 
in close proximity. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :2027 * 1260 * 1790mm 
 

DECLINE PRESS 
AXEL 003 
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 Independent movement arms provide balanced 
strength and offer the choice of training one arm at a 
time or simultaneous concentric and eccentric 
movement on opposing arms. 

 Oversized 1.5" pressing handles distribute force across 
the hand and reduce strain 

 Adjustable seat height accommodates most size users 
and Gas Spring-assisted design increases comfort.  

 4 integrated weight-storage horns keep weight plates 
in close proximity. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1315 * 1480 * 1435mm 
 

SHOULDER PRESS 
AXEL 004 
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 Independent movement arms provide balanced 
strength and offer the choice of training one arm at a 
time or simultaneous concentric and eccentric 
movement on opposing arms. 

 Designed to replicate the motion of a bend-over 
dumbbell row. 

 Adjustable seat height accommodates most size users 
and Gas Spring-assisted design increases comfort.  

 4 integrated weight-storage horns keep weight plates 
in close proximity.  

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1550 * 1280 * 1710mm 
 

LOW ROW 
AXEL 005 
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 Independent movement arms and diverging pulling 
angle increase range of motion of exercise 

 Large footplates and chest pad support increase 
stabilization for greater muscle concentration 

 Adjustable seat height accommodates most size users 
and Gas Spring-assisted design increases comfort. 

 2 integrated weight-storage horns keep weight plates 
in close proximity.  

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1480 * 1275 * 1240mm 
 

ROW 
AXEL 006 
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 Independent movement arms and diverging pulling 
angle increase range of motion of exercise 

 Traditional wide grip position and narrow (palms facing) 
grip position. 

 Adjustable seat height accommodates most size users 
and Gas Spring-assisted design increases comfort. 

 4 integrated weight-storage horns keep weight plates 
in close proximity.  

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1680 * 1300 * 1940mm 
 

PULLDOWN 
AXEL 007 
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 Large and angled foot support increases exercise 
variety. 

 Large and angled pad bring more comfort and allows 
users to relax their back while exercise. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1680 * 1230 * 1650mm 
 

REAK RICK 
AXEL 008 
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 The large foot plate increases the exercise variation. 
 The linkage system optimizes the angle of footplate, 

ensuring that a comfortable ankle angle is maintained 
throughout the range of motion. 

 The rotary path of the weight plates provides an 
optimal resistance profile that increases as the legs 
move to full extension. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :2300 * 1430 * 1400mm 
 

LEG PRESS 
AXEL 009 
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 The unique back pad position avoid stressing the spine 
while exercise. 

 The oversized platform increases exercise variety. 
 The safety handle nearby users for easy lock and 

release. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :2200 * 1900 * 1300mm 
 

CALF 
AXEL 010 
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 Walkthrough design allows for use of multiple benches.    
 Multi-angle chin handles for more training options.  
 Rubber feet for floor protection. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :2047 * 1735 * 2442mm 
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FULL POWER RACK 
AXEL 011 



 Ergonomic upright positioning for more comfortable 
use. 

 Forearm pads encourage a neutral spine reducing the 
possibility of hyper-extension. 

 Unilateral training provides for greater focus and 
balanced strength development. 

 Single-leg training enhances focus on individual muscle 
group. 

 kneeling position aligns knee for biomechanically 
correct exercise. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1220 * 1670 * 1400mm 
 

STANDING LEG CURL 
AXEL 012 
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 Knee pads adjust for tibia length and range of motion 
 Exercise arm pivots on pillow-block bearings for 

smooth movement 
 Angled foot platform for added user comfort 
 Easy to reach and operate safety stop. 
 Low load points for safe and simple use. 
 Wear guards on foot platform to protect finish. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1500 * 760 * 1010mm 
 

SEATED CALF RAISE 
AXEL 013 
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 Independent movement arms provide balanced 
strength and offer the choice of training one arm at a 
time. 

 Rotating handles provide user with narrow and wide 
hand positions 

 Oversize handles reduce pressure on users' hands 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1840 * 1030 * 940mm 
 

TRICEPS CURL 
AXEL 014 
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 Independent movement arms create great muscle 
balance and improved feel                             

 Low starting weights accommodate users of any fitness 
level 

 Easy to adjust ratcheting seat back 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1700 * 1280 * 1224mm 
 

LEG EXTENSION 
AXEL 015 
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 Preacher Curl configuration is easy to use and provides 
exceptional strength curve and feel. 

 Steel fiber belt drive delivers a smooth feel and 
unmatched durability. 

 Adjustable seat height accommodates most size users 
and Gas Spring-assisted design increases comfort.  

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1360 * 970 * 1210mm 
 

BICEPS CURL 
AXEL 016 
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 Pivoting seat pad provides multiple abdominal 
exercises and results in greater activation of the core 
muscle. 

 Starts the body in an upright posture with exercise 
handles overhead to pre-stretch the abdominal muscles. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1126 * 1143 * 1627mm 
 

ABDOMINALS 
AXEL 017 
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 Plate holders accommodate all Olympic plates 
 Durable and space efficient 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :680*680*1320mm 
 

WEIGHT PLATE TREE 
AXEL 018 
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 6 backrest angle settings from -12° to 95°. 
 3 seat angle settings from 0° to 15°. 
 Rubber feet for floor protection. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1517*680*1042mm 
 

FID BENCH 
AXEL 019 
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 Intuitive, open design most closely mimics a barbell 
squat. 

 Unique pivot design requires increased user balance 
and stabilization. 

 Easy fingertip adjustments and tracking shoulder pads 
enhance fit and comfort. 

Function 

Specification 

 Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) :1045*1045*1545mm 
 

HACK SQUAT 
AXEL 020 
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Main Steel Tubes of AXEL 
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 - Selectorized Series (Pin loaded weight) 
Upright flat tube size: 75mm*130mm*3mm (thickness) 
Main Frame flat tube: 50mm*100mm*2.5mm (thickness) 
Moving Arm round tube: 60*2.5mm (thickness) 
The upright tube of cable jungle: 95mm*2.5mm (thickness) 

 - Plate loaded Series 
Moving Arm: 76mm*2.5mm (thickness) 
Main Frame: 50mm*100mm*2.5mm (thickness) 
Base frame: 60mm*120mm*3mm (thickness) 
Power Rack: 50.8mm*76.2mm (thickness) 

 - Free Weight Series  

Main frame: 50mm*100mm*2.5mm (thickness) 
RR011,RR013 round tube: 95mm*2.5mm (thickness) 
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CONTACT: WORLD FITNESS CO., LTD 
Mobile Italy - WhatsApp: 0039-3317847076 
Mobile China – WhatsApp- Wechat:0086-15968224046  
Skipe: the.freeway 
Site Web: www.thefreeway.it 
E-mail: thefreeway@live.it 

http://www.thefreeway.it/
mailto:thefreeway@live.it

